Jim Olson’s influence feels at once omnipresent and mysterious. As one half of
Olson Kundig, the Seattle-based architect has created some of the most innovative
domestic spaces of our time and is a go-to for art collectors. In a new monograph,
“Jim Olson: Building. Nature. Art,” the architect takes the reader behind the curtain
and draws the connection between his interests through a series of carefully
chosen projects and newly commissioned essays. OLSONKUNDIG.COM

A debut Whitney Independent Study
program participant, Dona Nelson
carved out a name for herself within
New York’s 1970s art scene with
her freestanding abstract paintings.
Known for her whimsical
compositions as well as her
confrontational display methods,
Nelson foreshadowed artists like
Jutta Koether and Lucy Dodd. The
Tang Museum at Skidmore College
pays homage to this legacy with a
survey opening in May.
TANG.SKIDMORE.EDU

Cohen’s Painted Arm and Pink Lasso, 2017

Eva Hesse’s oeuvre is often
mischaracterized as fiberbased, but the Post-Minimalist
artist worked with painting,
drawing and sculpture. This
month, Craig F. Starr gallery
dives into Hesse’s history with
a desire to bring together her
many materials and periods into
one cohesive narrative. The
exhibition, “Arrows and Boxes,
Repeated,” names itself after
one of the few formal motifs
that followed Hesse across
different mediums: arrows and
boxes. Through this geometric
valence, Hesse’s world begins
to align. CRAIGSTARR.COM

Hesse’s No title, 1966
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COURTESY OF HALF GALLERY

Nelson’s Coins in a Fountain (front), 2015.
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Olson Kundig’s California
Meadow House in San Francisco.

Body Language
Jennifer Paige Cohen’s 2014 show with Nicelle
Beauchene Gallery excited critics who felt both drawn
and repelled by her corporeal sculptures that drew
upon her history as a dancer. This month, Cohen
returns with a second solo show that pushes these
ideas even further. Her new work is less obvious in
its relationship to the body, yet her forms remain
creepily familiar. NICELLEBEAUCHENE.COM

Frank’s Story of O IV, 2017

Fit to Be Tied
Spring fever hits Half Gallery this May with a new show by artist Natalie Frank. Known for her provocative investigations of
sexuality and gender, Frank engages the narrative of Dominique Aury’s “Story of O” (1954), the first popular bondage novel by a
woman, with a suite of new figurative works. Drawing on the French writer’s steamy semantics, the New York–based painter is
able to unpack clichés surrounding the female sex drive as it applies to both beauty and pain. HALFGALLERY.COM
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JENNIFER PAIGE COHEN

October 10 2014 – November 9 2014

Thrilling new sculptures by a young Brooklyn artist channel the spirit of
Edgar Degas’s “Little Dancer Aged Fourteen,” in her tutu of cotton and silk.
Cohen embeds items of clothing into white plaster objects that also
incorporate cast portions of bodies. (The elastic biomorphism of Frederick
Kiesler feels like a touchstone.) Impeccably installed on pedestals of varying
heights, the pieces register initially as abstractions of striking formal
integrity, a series of playoffs between white and polychrome, smooth and
textured, flat and dimensional, sombre and playful. And then, you glimpse
aspects of figures—an elbow, a shoulder, a knee—like new friends gliding
into the room. Through Nov. 9.

Jennifer Paige Cohen
NICELLE BEAUCHENE GALLERY
327 Broome Street
October 10–November 10

Jennifer Paige Cohen figures
moments of corporeal hinge: the
slouch of a shoulder, the crook of
crossed knees. ConsiderObverse
(Fleece), 2014, which takes shape
from troweled plaster and pilled
fleece. One side disposes
consecutive curves: the first, the
slope of shoulder into forearm; the
second, a rounded edge to an oblique
triangle, seemingly organic, like an
impossibly slender knee. The other
side features the titular garment
variously exposed and laminated by
plaster, which stipples its surface in a
mime of an afternoon shadow.
Like Obverse (Fleece), each of the
twelve midsize sculptures on view
pairs a body fragment with an article
Jennifer Paige Cohen, Let the Sunshine In
of clothing, sourced secondhand and
(The Flesh Failures), 2013, sweater,
plaster, stucco, 17 1/2 x 22 x 12".
eclectically patterned: think Bill
Cosby’s sweater collection circa
1970. Cast in plaster and pale-gray stucco, the joints and limbs that populate
these works settle into neither gender. The iteration of elbows seems a choice as
much structural—a means of transition from vertical to horizontal—as symbolic.

Cohen seems drawn to the cast as a technique that negotiates solids and
surfaces, articulating the body while dispensing with mass and enclosure. It is a
tension that her fabrics enact in reverse, using flutes and furrows as a way to
swell planes into space. Banked and folded, the contours of her work cleave to
the logic of the Möbius strip, their serial inversions and extrusions confusing
distinctions between interiors and exteriors. Everywhere, residues of the
figurative conjure a lapsed experience of bodily proximity. In Cohen’s hand,
allusion emerges as something continuous and unconsummated: the semiotic
analogue of the sinuous forms that her sculptures trace.
— Courtney Fiske
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Jennifer Paige Cohen Joins Nicelle
Beauchene Gallery
By Andrew Russeth 9/13 2:48pm

The Lower East Sideʼs Nicelle Beauchene Gallery announced today that it now
represents the Brooklyn-based sculptor Jennifer Paige Cohen, whose recent work
has taken the form of abstract sculptures in materials like plaster, gauze, cement and
stucco that often contain hints of the body, whether with spindly, limb-like
appendages, intimate folds or the occasional odd little hand.
You may be familiar with Ms. Cohen from Beaucheneʼs May show, “Valori
Plastici,” or group shows at Southfirst (“That Sinking Sense of Wonder,” 2012,
organized by Jesse Bransford), P.P.O.W. (“Magic for Beginners,” 2011, by Jamie
Sterns and Joseph Whitt), Brennan & Griffin (“7 Sculptors,” 2010) and numerous
other venues around town.
She has had solo outings at Salon 94, in 2010, and White Columns, in 2005, and a
two-person show at Rachel Uffner Gallery with Vlatka Horvat in 2008.
Ms. Cohen will have a show at Beauchene in October 2014.

